RV FAMILY RENOVATORS

SERVICES &
PRICING GUIDE

DESIGN
D E M O
R E N O
REPEAT

Whether you want us to renovate your RV, you want
to do it yourself but just need advice, or you want us
to come help you renovate in person, don't worry!
We've got you covered!

RV Family Renovators | www.rvfamilyreno.com
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LET'S WORK
TOGETHER ON
YOUR PROJECT!
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WELCOME, FRIEND!

ACKE

THANKS FOR YOUR INTEREST IN WORKING TOGETHER!

We have been obsessed with RV Renovations since 2019 and have since perfected our craft at
creating beautiful and cozy homes on wheels that are also practical and ready for the road.
An RV Renovation is nothing like a sticks and bricks home renovation. You need to consider
weight, movement, extreme temperature fluctuations, and then choose products and materials
that are safe for those unique aspects of an RV. It can be really overwhelming! This is why we are
so passionate about sharing what we have learned over the years, so that we can help make your
RV Renovation a little easier, a little prettier, and a little more homey!
Maybe you are looking for us to completely renovation your rig on our property, maybe you want
to do the renovation yourself but you just need a jump-start or someone to guide you along the
way, or maybe you want to do the renovation with us! Either way, we can help with that!
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Hi! I am Rachel Oldenburger, owner of RV Family Renovators. I have over 12 years of renovation
experience beginning with furniture flipping, then I transitioned to home renovations, and finally landed
on RV Renovations where I have been able to use over a decade of renovation trial and error to develop an
RV renovation process that WORKS.
In 2016, I was a new mom to a medically fragile newborn, a wife, a teacher, and a furniture painter on the
weekends. I was struggling to find a balance in life, and I knew something had to give. I took a huge leap of
faith and I applied to be on HGTV's Flea Market Flip. To make a long story short, I won the episode I was on
and used the money I won to renovate my garage, quit my teaching career, and make my side hustle a full
time gig.
In 2019 my husband, Jake, and I rented an RV with our son Shea, I was pregnant at the time with our son
Cameron, and we drove through New Mexico, to Arizona, to Utah, stoping at The Grand Canyon, Horseshoe
Bend, Sedona, Monument Valley, Lake Powell and so much more! Within 6 months of returning from this
trip, we purchased our own RV, renovated it, and well.. the rest is history!
Now we renovation rigs for families all over the country and we would love to work together
to help you with your renovation!
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I'M RACHEL. IT'S NICE TO MEET YOU!
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YES, LET'S GO!
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ARE WE A GOOD FIT?

NOT SO MUCH.

If you currently do not own an RV,
You currently own an RV and would

please contact us when you do! At this

like the interior updated. (Exterior

time, we only work with clients who

renovations really depend on the rig

own their rig. We do not flip for resale

and the time of year, we can chat more

and we do not help clients find a rig to

about this if you are interested in

renovate.

doing anything to the exterior if your

If you are not able to deliver to New

rig.)

Jersey, or live across country,

You are able to deliver your rig to New

scheduling may be difficult! We have

Jersey or have it shipped here, or you

had clients ship their rigs to us, but it

have a location near you that allows

can be expensive and time consuming.

renovations to be completed on site.

If you live in your RV full time and do

You are able to part with your rig for

not have somewhere else to stay, we

6-8 weeks or we can come to your for

may need to wait on a renovation. We

1 week for a light renovation.

need your rig completely emptied out

You have a budget to support labor

in order to complete your renovation.

costs as well as renovation materials,

If you currently don't have the budget

(Pricing information to follow later in

to support a renovation and rising

this guide.)

costs associated with construction
materials, we may need to wait!

NOT A FIT? NO PROBLEM! MAYBE I CAN REFER YOU TO SOMEONE ELSE!

If for some reason you do not think we are a fit, please email me at rv.family.reno@gmail.com for
a friendly referral!
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RV RENOVATION SERVICES

ACKE

CUSTOM IN-PERSON RV RENOVATIONS
Want the Renovated look in your RV but don't want to do it yourself or just don't have the time?
We've got you covered! Drop your rig off to us and RV Family Renovators will do the renovation
for you, with all your design preferences in mind.
Drop off in New Jersey
6-8 week timeline
Renovations completed from September-December and March-June.
~ $18K

TRAVELING RV RENOVATIONS
Can't bring your rig to us, or you want to be more involved in the process of renovating your RV?
Let's do the renovation together! We will travel to you and work on a light renovation or room of
your choice. I will teach you all I know and you take it from there!
We come to you. Currently only taking East Coast applicants.
1 week timeline
Renovations completed April-August.
~ 10K

DIGITAL SERVICES
Can't make an in-person or traveling renovation work? That's okay! We offer a bunch of digital
services that will have you renovating your rig in no time.
Complete RV Renovation Online Digital Course- 26 video lessons to teach you what to do.
45 minute Consultation Calls with Rachel. Ask me anything!
What's My RV Resign Style E-Book- 300 links to get the look you want in your RV.
Smaller Course Bundles and Construction Links to make light renovating easier.
$32 - $219
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CUSTOM IN-PERSON RV RENOVATIONS

ACKE

WHAT IS A CUSTOM IN-PERSON RENOVATION?
Custom In-Person renovations are our most popular style of renovating. This is when you and I
create a design you love, then you drop off your rig to us, and we spend the next 6-8 weeks
renovating the RV of your dreams. We can do anything from an interior paint job, to a full interior
renovation.

WHAT IT CAN INCLUDE
Gutting areas of the RV that are unwanted
Painting Cabinets
Painting Walls
Installing Flooring
Adding Accent Walls and Wall Features
Updating window dressings

Changing out sinks and faucets
New Countertops
Changing out hardware
Adding extra and functional storage.
Adding decor items such as accent rugs.
Adding unique accents specific to your
trailer, such as adding benches and accent
walls.

PROJECT BREAKDOWN
& COST
These renovations are completely
custom, meaning we work with you
and your budget, while also supplying
you with your own unique design that
leads to your own custom home on
wheels.
See the next page for a sample budget
breakdown based on a 35 foot 5th
Wheel full renovation.
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SAMPLE IN-PERSON RENOVATION ESTIMATE
BASED ON A 35 FOOT 5TH WHEEL FULL RENOVATION

1
2
3

Planning and Prepping
This includes labor costs associated with your
design creation and concept, gutting your rig,
taping, sanding, caulking, and paint prep.

$3,100

Painting
This includes labor costs associated with priming
your rig, painting your walls, ceiling, all cabinetry,
and accent walls.

$3,500

Rebuild
This includes labor costs associated with items
such as custom shelving, backsplash, bunk bed
features, custom dining benches, residential
lighting, new flooring and window dressings,
wallpaper and other accent walls, plumbing and
electrical, and more.

4

Design Materials

5

Construction Materials

6

Taxes and Fees

This includes items such as lighting, plumbing
fixtures, mirrors, knobs, furniture, chairs, pillows,
wallpaper, etc.

This includes items such as primer, paint, stain,
wood trim, shiplap, flooring, quarter round, caulk,
plumbing and electrical supplies, etc.

This includes fees associated with labor tax
(6.625% in NJ), sales tax, shipping costs, etc.

Total Estimate
Please keep in mind this is an estimate. Prices
will vary based on the size of your rig and the
scope of your project.
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$4,600

$3,200

$2,800

$1,500

$18,700
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TRAVELING RV RENOVATIONS
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WHAT IS A TRAVELING RENOVATION?
With our traveling renovations, we hitch up our family RV and our mobile workshop and we
come to you! This means that you can still get a renovation done, even if you can't make it to us.
We spend a week with you, renovating a room or space of your choice together, and we teach you
everything you need to know to keep the renovations going on your own!

WHAT IT CAN INCLUDE
Removing some cabinets

Changing out sinks and faucets

Painting Cabinets

New or painted Countertops

Painting Walls

Changing out hardware

Installing sheet vinyl flooring

Adding extra and functional storage.

Adding Accent Walls and Wall Features

Adding decor items such as accent rugs.

Updating window dressings

PROJECT BREAKDOWN
& COST
A traveling renovation is more cost
friendly because you are helping with
the labor, but we also focus on only
one space to make sure we complete
the renovation in our 1 week timeline.
See the next page for a sample budget
breakdown based on a travel trailer
renovation.
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SAMPLE TRAVELING RENOVATION ESTIMATE
BASED ON A KITCHEN AND LIVING AREA OF A TRAVEL TRAILER

1
2
3

Planning and Prepping
This includes labor costs associated with your
design creation and concept, gutting your rig,
taping, sanding, caulking, and paint prep.

$2,100

Painting
This includes labor costs associated with priming
your rig, painting your walls, ceiling, all cabinetry,
and accent walls.

$1,800

Rebuild
This includes labor costs associated with items
such as custom shelving, backsplash, bunk bed
features, custom dining benches, residential
lighting, new flooring and window dressings,
wallpaper and other accent walls, plumbing and
electrical, and more.

4

Design Materials

5

Construction Materials

6

Taxes and Fees and Travel

This includes items such as lighting, plumbing
fixtures, mirrors, knobs, furniture, chairs, pillows,
wallpaper, etc.

This includes items such as primer, paint, stain,
wood trim, shiplap, flooring, quarter round, caulk,
plumbing and electrical supplies, etc.

This includes fees associated with labor tax
(6.625% in NJ), sales tax, shipping costs, and
includes travel fees.

Total Estimate
Please keep in mind this is an estimate. Prices
will vary based on the size of your rig and the
scope of your project.
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$1,700

$2,000

$1,500

$11,700
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DIGITAL SERVICES
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WHAT ARE YOUR DIGITAL SERVICES?
I have experimented with hundreds of materials and developed an RV Renovation process that
allows you to get the residential look in your RV without sacrificing safety or function. We offer
multiple DIY Courses and E-Books to help you get started on your RV Renovation right now!

You can purchase all of our Digital Services on our website and start renovation right now with
our immediate downloads! Visit www.rvfamilyreno.com right now to check them out!

RV RENOVATION PHONE CONSULTATIONS
Ready to do the RV Renovation yourself, but just need a little pep talk and guidance to get you
through it? Let's hop on a call! You can ask me any and everything about your RV Renovation and
we can talk through some specific ideas for your unique rig! Book now and let's get started!

$997
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PAYMENT
SCHEDULE
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NEXT STEPS AND
PAYMENT SCHEDULE

ACKE

After reading through this information packet, you should have a good idea if you want to move forward
with us! If so, here's what to do next!

CUSTOM ESTIMATE
1

Contact us at rv.family.reno@gmail.com and send us pictures of your rig, and exactly what
you'd like done, and we will create a custom budget specific to your rig and renovation ideas.

BOOKING DEPOSIT
2

\Once we agree on the budget, a $2,000 booking deposit is required to get on our renovation
schedule. This locks in your slot on our renovation timeline and is applied to the overall cost
of your renovation.

CREATE THE DESIGN
3

About 2 months before your renovation time slot approaches, we will create design boards
together that will incorporate your design ideas with what I vision for your specific trailer.
These boards will include all the exact materials we will purchase for your rig and will give
you a great idea of how the paint colors and design items we have chosen will go together.

PAST CLIENT EXAMPLE DESIGN BOARDS
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NEXT STEPS AND
PAYMENT SCHEDULE

ACKE

DROP OFF AND FIRST PAYMENT
4

After we have decided on the design, you will bring your RV to us at your scheduled time
slot. At this time, 50% of the remaining renovation estimate (minus the deposit) is due. Your
renovation will take about 6-8 weeks but we will be in constant contact throughout the
renovation and you will be notified when your project is approaching completion so we can
schedule a pick up date.

THE PROCESS
5

The entire renovation process is going to be recorded and shown on my Instagram Page. This
is so fun for my clients to watch their entire renovation from start to finish, and the part I
love the most as well!

RENOVATED LIVING AREA

DESIGN BOARD

RENOVATED KITCHEN

REVEAL, PICK UP, AND FINAL PAYMENT
6

When your renovation is complete, we will schedule a pick up date. You will come get your
rig and tour your completed renovation with us. At this time, the complete balance on your
renovation is due based on your actual renovation price, now that it is completed.
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TRAILBLAZER TRAVEL TRAILER

FUZION TOYHAULER
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BEFORE AND AFTERS
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KEYSTONE COUGAR FIFTH WHEEL

MONTANA HIGH COUNTRY FIFTH WHEEL
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BEFORE AND AFTERS
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FOREST RIVER VIBE TRAVEL TRAILER

FOREST RIVER SALEM CRUISE LITE TRAVEL TRAILER
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BEFORE AND AFTERS

I promise to create a home WITH you, I promise to LISTEN to your
needs, and I promise you'll LOVE your newly renovated RV!
Having the opportunity to work with you to create the home on wheels
of your dreams is such an honor for me, and I hope to work with you
soon!
Thank you so much for learning more about my business and I am
excited to hear from you!

Rachel
rv.family.reno@gmail.com
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characteristics.
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with love and consideration for each family's unique needs and
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Every RV Renovation that I have taken on for every single client is done
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MY PROMISE TO YOU

